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especially in regard to the intermediate position they seemed to have 
occupied between the physical philosophers and the rhetoricians, their 
i nterest in language, and their emphasis on ethics. This intermediate 
position is perhaps reflected in Prodicus1 definition of sophists as 
µ.Eeopia cpi.Aocrocpou -rE &veipoc; xai rro.Ai-rixou (Diels6 B6).24 
The second reason is that the nmne of Prodicus quickens the attention to 
the role of Prodicus in the whole play. 

It is consistent with Aristophanic style to draw attention to 
allusions of this type by na.'lling n.Qlrles. Frogs 75 ff. offers an interesting 
parallel. There Heracles asks why Dionysus doesn't wish to bring Sophocles 
back to life. Dionysus gives two reasons: He wants to see what Iophon can 

do without Sophecles and besides Sophocles is too mild mannered. He needs 
a rascal like Euripides in c ase he has to make a run for it from Hades. 

10 � 

What Aristophanes probably intends to imply in this passage is t hat Euripides 
is a figure more suited to comedy than Sophocles, an implication which is a 
slap at his rival comedian of 405, Phr;rnichus, who made Sophocles play a role 
in his Muses similar to that of Euripides in the Frogs.25 Just as the re
ference to Sophocles seems to have had more than mere general significance, 
so also the reference to Prodicus directed the audience's attention to the 
Clouds' rival meteora, the �' not to reject them, but to acknowledge 
them as having inspired the ir own existence in this play. B1 this explanation 
it becomes quite clear why the Clouds bow to the sophia. and gnome of Prodicus: 
He had in effect invented them. And why then does he not become an actual 
character of the play? Because Socrates is funnier, because he struts in 
the streets and rolls his eyes and makes priestly faces as he endures his 
shoeless existence. 

These conclusions are totally at variance with the discussion of this 
passage by Dover in the introduction to his new edition: "�· 358 ff. are 
intelligible as comedy only if we believe that Aristophanes shared the 
popular esteem of Prodikos as an artist, and regarded Socrates, by contrast, 
as a pretentious parasite who inexplicably fascinated some wealthy young 
men but had nothing coherent to say and produced nothing of any artistic 
merit . 11 (This last smacks of the publish-or-perish principle. ) "Socrates 
lacked charis; and he was indifferent to what Ar., in common with most of 
his audience, regarded as the good things o f  life. That is why he was 
chosen as the victim of a comedy whic.h set out to exploit the humorous 
potentialities of intellectual activity. 1126 

In this judgment Dover ignores the real similarity between the 
interest of Prodicus and Socrates . While he may be right that Plato's 
references to Prodicus are not unfriendly , he ignores also the repeated 
emphasis, especially in the Platonic testimony, upon Prodicus ' concern for 
money. 27 Even if we assume that the charge was true and that Socrates 
himself stolidly refused to accept money for teaching and in fact disclaimed 
the ability to teach, it seems very plausible tha t Plato whould have pre
ferred to emphasize these differences than to attempt to disassociate 
Socratic thought from that of Prodicus. To make money the distinction 
between the two men would have been clear e nough even to Strepsiades. 
But to have sought before the Athenian discasts of ·399 to undo the conflation 
of the thought of Socrates and Prodicus, which had its basis in fact and was 
capitalized upon by Aristophanes, would have required a subtlety of argument 

too fine for court-room oratory . 
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